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ABSTRACT
Chore division is a class of fair division problems in which some

undesirable “resource" must be shared among a set of participants,

with each participant wanting to get as little as possible. Typically

the set of participants is fixed and known at the outset. This paper

introduces a novel variant, called sequential online chore division

(SOCD), in which participants arrive and depart online, while the

chore is being performed: both the total number of participants

and their arrival/departure times are initially unknown. In SOCD,

exactly one agent must be performing the chore at any give time (e.g.

keeping lookout), and switching the performer incurs a cost. In this

paper, we propose and analyze three mechanisms for SOCD: one

centralized mechanism using side payments, and two distributed

ones that seek to balance the participants’ loads. Analysis and

results are presented in a domain motivated by autonomous vehicle

convoy formation, where the chore is leading the convoy so that

all followers can enjoy reduced wind resistance.

KEYWORDS
Chore Division; Mechanism Design; Multi Agent Coordination;

Autonomous Vehicles; Convoy Formation; Platooning

1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles are said to form a convoy when vehicles

headed in the same direction follow each other in close proximity.

This behavior has been proven to save energy, due to the reduction

in aerodynamic drag, and is used by migrating bird flocks and in

cyclist pelotons.
1
Autonomous vehicle technology offers a safe and

accurate way of following with short inter-vehicle distances, even

at high speeds, thanks to Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication

abilities, which alert all the followers immediately whenever any

slowing is necessary. Empirical evaluations estimate that a follower

can save over 10% of its fuel consumption [19]. However, since the

leader sees little or no such gains, choosing the leader of such a

convoy raises issues of fairness. Solving these issues is challenging

since vehicles can dynamically join and leave the convoy.

This convoy formation problem is representative of an inter-

esting class of previously unexplored fair division problems. Fair

division is concerned with dividing a resource between several

1
Another commonly used term for convoy formation is platooning. We use these two

terms interchangeably.
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players, such that each one receives a fair share. One of the most

notable fair division problems is cake cutting. Chore division is the

dual problem, in which an undesirable task must be fairly divided

among agents. Motivated by the details of the convoy formation

problem, we define a novel and unique variation of chore division

called Sequential Online Chore Division (SOCD), where agents

arrive online, their number is not known a priori, and only one

agent can handle the chore at any given time. We investigate how

to design SOCD allocation mechanisms that guarantee fairness,

maximize efficiency, and are strategy proof (SP) .

The notion of fairness has various interpretations such as pro-

portionality, envy-freeness, and equability. Guaranteeing fairness

in dynamic environments, where either resources or participants

arrive online, is not always possible for a single game [27], for any

interpretation of fairness, while in repeated games, fairness can be

guaranteed in expectation.

An SP mechanism is designed to make self-interested agents

choose to report their private information truthfully, out of their

own self-interest. Enforcing the regulations in a distributed setting

is challenging due to the lack of a central entity that can penalize

agents or manage a reputation system.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the fair division literature

in either game theory or multi-agent systems has considered the

SOCD problem as we define it. Furthermore, no previous work has

developed a mechanism for profit sharing or load balancing among

the vehicles in a convoy.

This paper’s contribution is twofold. First, in the area of fair

division, it defines the general SOCD model, and second, in the area

of convoy formation and platooning it introduces mechanisms that

enable spontaneous formation of ad hoc heterogeneous convoys

while maintaining fairness and efficiency.

We find that optimal fairness and efficiency can be guaranteed

in a centralized setting. In a distributed setting, they can be guaran-

teed in expectation after participating in multiple games. However,

for a single game in a distributed setting, only a weaker form of

fairness, i.e., ex-ante proportionality, can be guaranteed with mini-

mal efficiency loss. Furthermore, strategyproofness issues must be

addressed for this solution to be applicable in real world scenarios

involving self interested agents. We analyze the SP properties of

our proposed mechanisms and provide an impossibility result for a

single game distributed solution.

Following a review of related work in Section 2, a formal defini-

tion of the problem is given in Section 3. Issues of fairness in online

and distributed mechanisms are discussed in Section 4. Section 5

models the convoy formation problem as an SOCD problem. Our

proposed solution mechanisms are defined and analyzed in Section

6. Conclusions and future work are provided in Section 7.

https://doi.org/doi
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2 RELATEDWORK
Fair division is a long-standing and still very active field of re-

search spanning multiple disciplines such as economics, sociology,

game-theory and mathematics, and having numerous real-world

applications [7, 14]. These applications consider the allocation of

both goods and chores. Compared to goods, the literature on fair

allocation of chores is relatively under-developed [3].

In dynamic environments, where either agents or goods arrive

online, the problem becomes more complex and even the definition

of fairness becomes challenging to specify. The following papers

define modified notions of fairness in online settings [2, 4, 13, 16].

Similar to these papers , we also define dynamic fairness criteria

for online chore division problems in Section 4.

In online cake cutting problems, where agents arrive online,

and have heterogeneous valuation functions, it has been proven

that no online cake cutting procedure is either proportional, envy-

free, or equitable [27]. We adhere to this paper’s call to continue

investigating online chore division. We also extend its analysis to

provide an impossibility result for both envy-free, and for equitable

allocations in the single game distributed SOCD problem.

The SOCD model is relevant to applications such as assigning

a guard to keep a lookout at a campground where travelers arrive

online, or assigning a goal keeper in a drop-in soccer match. In

this paper, we focus on convoy formation due to its social impact.

Autonomous vehicle technology such as Cooperative Adaptive

Cruise Control (CACC) [19] utilizes a combination of sensory data

and V2V communication to enable vehicles to cooperate and follow

each other closely, accurately, and safely, by synchronizing braking

and accelerating.

Safe grouping of vehicles into convoys offers numerous advan-

tages including: increased energy efficiency, improved road capacity,

increased traffic safety, and decreased harmful emissions. As a result,

major projects are being undertaken around the world in academia,

private fleet companies, auto manufacturers, governments, and by

individuals, to develop the applicability and regulation of convoys

[11, 12, 21, 22, 25, 26].

While the percent of fuel saving varies with vehicle weight, size,

speed, and inter-vehicle distance, one finding remains consistent

across all studies; the leader’s savings is significantly lower than

that of the followers [1, 18, 19].

Many of the research projects and experiments in this area are

geared towards single fleet convoys, owned and operated by the

same organization [5, 6, 15, 17], and as a consequence do not put an

emphasis on developing ways to fairly divide the otherwise unequal

savings between the leader and the followers. As opposed to single

fleet convoys where participants are not self-interested and are

all motivated to maximize the social welfare, in heterogeneous ad-

hoc convoys, individual participants are interested in maximizing

their own energy savings. Consequently, to enable the spontaneous

formation of ad-hoc heterogeneous convoys, it is imperative to

design a mechanism that ensures a fair division of both benefits

and duties among convoy participants.

Furthermore, such a mechanism ought to be SP by preventing

any possible manipulation of the system. Classical cake cutting

protocols are not necessarily SP, they are often very simple, elegant,

and designed so that the agents can easily implement them by

following a sequence of natural steps [8, 9]. There are numerous

papers that study the problem of fair division; a small number of

them also take into account self-interested agents and consequent

strategic issues, but these papers focus on fairness and consider a

strikingly weak notion of truthfulness [10]. Some papers simply

assume that agents are truthful [24].

3 SEQUENTIAL ONLINE CHORE DIVISION
In this section we specify the definitions, assumptions and con-

straints of the SOCD problem, where a continuous chore must be

divided among an a-priori unknown number of agents. The input

to the problem is an online stream of agents A, one of which is

tasked with performing the chore at any given time. Agent i , de-
noted as ai , arrives at time t_arrivei and leaves at time t_leavei .
During this period of time, [t_arrivei ,t_leavei ], ai is considered to
be available, and able to perform the chore. When performing the

chore, an agent is considered to be active. Every available agent,

except for the active one, gains a positive utility ui per unit time.

The active agent gains nothing.
2

In this initial treatment of SOCD, we make the following assump-

tions, each of which may be relaxed in future work:

• Agents are homogeneous and have the same utility per unit

of time ∀i ui = u, the same cost per unit of time as a leader,

∀i ci = cl , and the same valuation for leading each section of

the road, ∀i, j, s Vi (s) = Vj (s). We provide a short discussion on

the challenges associated with considering heterogeneous agents

in Appendix 9.1.

• Agents are rational and risk neutral.

• Each agent know its own arrival and departure times, and com-

municate this information to the agents that are present when it

arrives.

• No two agents have the exact same arrival time.

• There always exists a positive probability that new agents will

arrive. In order to keep the described model as general as possible,

we do not make any assumptions regarding the nature of the

agents’ arrival distribution other than the agents being aware of

it.

The time frame for an SOCD game, T , starts when there is at least

one available agent, and ends where there are none left.

Within one availability period agents may have more than one

active period. We denote the m-th time at which ai is assigned
to become active by t_start im and the correspondingm-th time in

which it is assigned to stop by t_stopim .Mi is the total number of

times that ai is assigned to become active.

Agent ai ’s assigned share of the task, denoted as si , is the sum of

all the periods thatai is assigned to be active, si =
∑m=Mi
m=1

t_stopim−

t_start im
We define a switch between an active agent ai and an available

agent aj , to happen if t_stopim = t_start
j
n m ∈ Mi ,n ∈ Mj , for

any of their stop and start times respectively.

2
We considered another representation by which all the agents gain nothing while the

active agent gets a negative utility. We find that these two representations are identical

in term or analysis, and decided to go with the one that more accurately represents

the convoy formation problem. Note that receiving positive utility does not make this

into a cake cutting problem since all the agents still prefer to get as little as possible

from the divided chore.
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A switch results in a cost to the system c . We intentionally leave

this definition abstract as some applications may assign the cost

to the outgoing agent while others to the incoming agent. In some

applications this cost is fixed while in others if can be a function

that depends on the state of the system, as is the case in convoy

formation switching cost which is detailed in Section 5.

In SOCD there is a one-to-one mapping between times in T and

agents in A. Hence, a feasible solution is an online assignment of

one agent to be active, out of the available agents inA, at any given
time t ∈ T .

Efficiency is defined as the total utility gained by all participating

agents.

Problem Definition for SOCD:
Given an online input stream of agents, find a mechanism that

produces a feasible solution while maximizing both efficiency and
fairness.

With the assumption of homogeneity, maximizing efficiency is

straightforward; simply reduce the number of switches as much as

possible. Maximizing fairness on the other hand is more complex,

as explained in Section 4.

Figure 1 illustrates the concepts that define an SOCD problem.

It shows the availability periods of three agents as horizontal lines

stretching from their arrival times to their respective leaving times.

The period of this single game is between a1’s arrival time and a3’s

leave time, and is marked with a darker background. Throughout

this period, one agent is active, starting with a1, followed by a2, and

then a3, as denoted by the dashed red line. Note that this allocation

is a feasible one, but is not fair. We will discuss what is considered

fair in SOCD in Section 4.

𝑎1

𝑎3
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𝑡_𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒2 𝑡_𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒2

𝑡_𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒3 𝑡_𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒3
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Figure 1: An example of the SOCD model. Three agents’
availability periods are displayed on the time axis with
agents 1, 2, and 3 acting as the active agent sequentially.

4 FAIRNESS DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES
In order to clarify the definition of fairness in the dynamic SOCD

model, we begin by revisiting the static definitions of fairness,

where X is the chore we aim to divide, n is the number of partici-

pants, and si is the share allocated to agent i .Vi (si ) is ai ’s valuation
of si .

The most commonly used static types of fairness are:
(1) Proportionality - Every agent assigns a value of at most

1

n of

the total value to their share, i.e., ∀i Vi (si ) ≤
Vi (X )
n ;

(2) Envy-freeness - Every agent gets a share that it values at

most as much as all other shares i.e., ∀i, j Vi (si ) ≤ Vi (sj );

(3) Equitability - All the agents’ valuations of their own shares

are the same i.e., ∀i, j Vi (si ) = Vj (sj );

In this paper all the agents are assumed to be homogeneous,

having ∀i, j, s Vi (s) = Vj (s), and as a result we drop the valuation

notation. Additionally, due to the homogeneity assumption, equi-

tability and envy-freeness are actually identical, i.e., if one exists

then so does the other. Moreover, equitability implies proportional-

ity (but not the other way around).

In the SOCD model we use the dynamic definitions of fairness
which consider allocations of agents with overlapping availability

periods, and distinguish between earlier arrivals and later arrivals,

as in [16].

For a given agent, ai , we define two notions of proportionality.

The first is ex-ante proportionality which takes in account only

the agents which are present at t_arrivei . The second is ex-post

proportionality which considers all the agents that were available

during ai ’s availability period.

In order to define ai ’s proportional share in the dynamic SOCD

model, it is necessary to separately analyze every segment of its

availability period. In each segment there is a different subset of

available agents from A. We calculate its proportional share for

each segment, and finally sum up all of these shares.

We define EASi , as the set of segments, seдij ∈ EASi (j is simply

an index of the segments) within ai ’s availability period, which are

known at t_arrivei . This set does not consider future arrivals. The
first segment, seдi

1
, starts with ai ’s arrival, and ends at the t_leave

of the first agent among the ones that are present at t_arrivei . Each
consecutive segment ends at the departure of another agent, until

t_leavei .
The ex-ante proportional share for ai is the sum of known seg-

ments’ sizes, each divided by the respective number of agents

present at that segment, n_seдij , without considering future arrivals.

we do not consider future arrivals in the calculation of the ex-ante

proportional share since we only have estimates of future arrivals,

and thus, in the worst case scenario, the estimate will not reflect

the real outcome. In such a case, the sum of the proportional shares

will not add up to cover the entire task.

ex_ante_propi =

j= |EAS i |∑
j=1

|seдij |

n_seдij
+

c

u

We add one switching cost to the proportional share of every

agent since in the worst case, every agent except for the last one

would have to switch at least once in order to divide the chore into

n parts. The proportional share is expressed in terms of time. In

order to keep the unit of measurement consistent, the switching

cost, c , is divided by the utility per unit time, u.
The ex-post proportional share of ai considers the actual seg-

ments, including future arrivals, that occurred during ai ’s availabil-
ity period. We define EPSi as the set of actual segments within ai ’s
availability period, seдij ∈ EPSi . The first segment, seдi

1
, starts with

ai ’s arrival, and a new segment starts whenever there is a change

in the number of available agents, until t_leavei .

ex_post_propi =

j= |EPS i |∑
j=1

|seдij |

n_seдij
+

c

u
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Note that ex-post proportionality can only be calculated in ret-

rospect, while the ex-ante proportionality can be calculated im-

mediately when the agent arrives. If no new agents arrive during

ai ’s availability period, its ex-ante and ex-post shares are the same.

Also note that the ex-post proportional share is also envy-free and

equitable since for each segment all the agents get equal shares.

Figure 2 provides an example which highlights the proportional

shares of agents a1, a2 and a3. The three horizontal lines represent

the availability periods of the agents. Agent a2’s ex-ante propor-

tional share is a half of its availability period which is shared with

the existing agent a1 and the total rest of its availability period.

This share is highlighted in purple on top of a2’s timeline. Agent

a2’s ex-post proportional share is a half of its availability period

which is shared with just a1, a third of its shared availability with

both a1 and a3, a half of the time with just a3, and the rest of the

time alone. These shares are highlighted by the orange below a2’s

timeline.

There are no new entrants after a3 and so its ex-ante and ex-post

shares are the same. Note that the switching costs are not depicted

in this diagram. However, the cost (in terms of time) of one switch

is added to the ex-ante proportional share of each agent.

𝑎2

1

3

𝑎1
1

2
1

1

2

1

3

1

1

2 1

𝑎3
1

3

1

2

1

3

1

2

1
1

2

Ex-ante proportional share 

Ex-post proportional share

Time

Figure 2: An example of the calculation of the proportional
shares.

Theorem 1 outlines the limitations of guaranteeing equitability

(and envy-freeness) in SOCD.

Theorem 1. In SOCD, no mechanism can guarantee ex-post pro-
portionality for a single game, in a distributed setting.

Proof. Since the chore can only be performed sequentially by

one agent at a time, any schedule has to assign one agent, alast ,
to be the last to perform the task, and complete its equitable share

slast . By performing the last part of the task, alast would satisfy

the other agents’ demands for equitability, i.e., doing the same as

they did, ∀i, j si = sj . Specifically having ∀i si = slast . However,
because we are dealing with an online arrival stream of agents, it is

possible that a new agent, anew would arrive just when agent alast
is about to perform its last portion of the task. The new agent would

share that portion with alast and would reduce alast ’s share. Thus,
having∀i slast < si . Note that if anew does not contribute anything

then that would create inequitability with regards to anew . Hence,

equitability cannot be guaranteed ex-post (nor envy-freeness). �

5 MODELING CONVOY FORMATION AS AN
SOCD PROBLEM

In this section we frame the convoy formation problem as an in-

stance of the SOCD problem, and outline the application-specific

assumptions that are relevant to convoy formation.

Initially, in convoy formation, the chore to be divided is leading
the convoy and the active agent in the SOCD model is the leadinд
agent in the convoy.

3

Switching andRotating. Unlike the general definition of switch-
ing an active agent in the SOCD model, in the convoy formation

setting, we distinguish between two types of switching: rotating

and joining/leaving. A rotation is when a leading agent finishes its

share and moves to the back of the convoy. The rotation process

requires the leading agent to switch lanes, slow down to let the

convoy pass it, and rejoin from the back. The time it takes to rotate

is proportional to nr - the number of vehicles in the convoy when at

the time of rotation. During the rotation process, the rotating agent

is effectively out of the convoy and does not enjoy fuel savings.

Therefore, this form of switching incurs a cost to the rotating agent.

Other forms of switching, happen when a new agent joins the con-

voy at the front, or when the leader leaves entirely. We assume that

these forms of switching do not incur any cost. Formally, in convoy

formation, the switching cost, ccf , incurred by outgoing leading

agent ai , when switching with aj , is defined as:

ccf (nr ) =


0 if aj joins from the front

0 if ai leaves

c · nr otherwise

The constant speed assumption. For simplicity, we assume

that the convoy is moving at a constant speed and so the time spent

in the convoy is proportional to the length of the road traveled. We

expect our results to easily generalize as long as speed limits are

known for all road segments. This implies that we can refer to u
which is the utility per unit time, also as the utility per unit length.

The ability to disconnect followers. The CACC technology

that enables convoy formation requires V2V communication to

alert of any speed change, thus enabling followers to safely drive

at very small inter-vehicle distances, which cannot be achieved by

sensors alone. By disabling backward communications, a vehicle can

prohibit being followed. This ability comes in handy for preventing

manipulations of the mechanisms as described in Section 6.

6 CONVOY FORMATION MECHANISMS
In this section we outline a number of possible convoy formation

mechanisms, each geared toward a different set of environmental

assumptions. The first mechanism is applicable when there is a

central payment transfer system. The second mechanism assumes

a distributed setting where there are no payment transfer abilities,

and guarantees fairness in expectation through repeated games.

The third mechanism aims to guarantee fairness for every single

game by rotating the leader. This mechanism also tries to mini-

mize the number of rotations and the resulting loss of efficiency.

3
Despite evidence showing that the leading agent might get some reward, we assume

that it gains nothing as in the general SOCDmodel since its gain is negligible compared

to that of the followers and thus does not meaningfully affect our analysis.
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the last case is the interesting one from a technical point of view.

Although we are mainly interested in the distributed setting, and

although the design and analysis of the centralized mechanism is

fairly straightforward, we include it for the sake of completeness.

In addition to fairness and efficiency we will also analyze the SP

of the proposed mechanisms. An SP mechanism is one that induces

self-interested agents to report their private information truthfully,

out of their own self-interest.

Definition 1. In SOCD, a mechanism is SP if no agent, ai , can
gain any additional utility by falsely reporting its leave time, t_leavei ,
over the utility it would gain from truthful reporting, regardless of
the other agents’ actions.

6.1 Payment Transfers
Assuming the existence of a central payment transfer system among

the agents, the Payment Transfermechanism (Mechanism 1) assigns

only one active agent while the followers transfer a share of their

savings to the leader in order to keep fairness. They do so at every

time there is a change in the number of agents in the convoy, i.e.,

at the end of every segment in EPSi . We divide the chore X into

segments where in each segment the number of convoy members is

constant (i.e., a segment is a part of the road between two adjacent

arrivals/departures). We denote the number of convoy members in

segment seд as nseд . For each segment, the amount that a following

agent ai needs to pay the leader of that segment is piseд =
|seд | ·u
nseд .

This mechanism allows agents to join the convoy either from

the rear or from the front, and does not require any rotations to be

made at all, yielding an optimal solution in terms of efficiency. It

is also optimal in terms of fairness since the agents equally share

the savings for every segment. Each agent pays a cost which is

equivalent to the loss of saving it would endure if it had lead for

its equitable share, i.e., its ex-post proportional share. Furthermore,

the leader gets payments which are equal to the saving it would

have gotten if it had only led for its equitable share, as proved in

Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. The Payment Transfer mechanism is efficiently opti-
mal, and equitable.

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix 9.2. �

Algorithm 1 The Payment Transfer Mechanism

• Agents can join either from the back or from the front.

• A switch happens when the leader leaves or when a new

agent joins from the front.

• For every segment, each following agent transfers piseд to

the leader of that segment.

Theorem 3. The Payment Transfer mechanism is SP.

Proof. The Payment Transfer mechanism utilizes a central con-

trol system to bill the agents according to their time in the convoy

as followers, or pay them for their time as leaders. The system does

not rely at all on the self reporting of the agents and therefore,

is not susceptible to any false information reported. Hence, it is

SP. �

This mechanism can easily be generalized to any SOCD prob-

lem since it does not rely on any feature that is unique to convoy

formation. Although we are mainly interested in the distributed

setting, and although the design and analysis of this centralized

mechanism is fairly straightforward, we include it for the sake of

completeness.

6.2 Load-Balancing
The payment transfer mechanism’s basic assumption is the avail-

ability of some payment system to each one of the convoy’s partic-

ipants. In real-world scenarios however, this is not always the case.

Furthermore, even if such a system does exist, one motivation to

still pursue a distributed solution that does not rely on an external

central system is to avoid failures which can occur in centralized

systems when communication with the central server is not reliable.

As a result, in this section we consider a load balancing mech-

anism aimed to distribute the load equally between all convoy’s

participants. Note that perfect load balancing is impossible to guar-

antee in a single game due to possible new entrants dynamically

introduced into the convoy, thus disrupting any given scheduling

sequence as explained in Theorem 1.

One way to increase equality is to rotate the leader frequently

and by doing so, to maintain near-equal load balancing at every

point in time. However, this frequent rotation solution has obvious

drawbacks. Since rotations incur a cost, frequent rotations lead to

reduced efficiency, and in addition to worse road utilization as the

convoy frequently occupies two lanes. Consequently, there exists a

clear trade-off between efficiency and fairness.

In addition to fairness and efficiency, the distributedmechanisms’

designmust also consider strategyproofness, so that no agent will be

strictly better off by misreporting its departure time, or by leaving

the convoy before it had contributed its share of the leading chore.

These considerations were not relevant in the central case which

does not rely on self reporting, or on balancing the leading load.

6.2.1 Repeated Game Load Balancing. In the distributed setting,

we start by analyzing a mechanism where agents do not make

any costly rotations. Here there are two possibilities to consider,

whether agents join from the front or from the back. In both cases

the mechanism offers perfect efficiency as no costly rotations are

made at all. In addition, it offers equitability in expectation, after

participating in multiple games. However, there is a difference

between joining from the back compared to joining from the front.

When agents join from the back, the leading agent has no incentive

to continue leading the convoy since it will not gain any utility

until it leaves. It might even leave the convoy and rejoin it from the

back as a follower again, and if all the leaders do that, the convoy’s

efficiency will deteriorate.

If a leading agent attempts to rotate and rejoin as a follower,

it can be prevented by disconnecting communications to it, but

this will require collective book-keeping of the participants in the

convoy. An easier solution would be to enable new entrants to

only join from the front of the convoy. This way the leader can

potentially gain if another vehicle enters in front of it, so it has no

incentive to leave prematurely. Moreover no vehicle is allowed to

join from the back or middle, so there is no better alternative.
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The Repeated Game Load Balancing mechanism that we propose

(Mechanism 2) demands that each agent will first contribute its

share and only then will enjoy the advantages of being a follower.

Therefore, any new agent can only join the convoy from the front,

i.e., become the leader until someone else joins, or until it leaves.

Algorithm 2 Repeated Game Load Balancing Mechanism

• Agents can join only from the front.

• A switch happens when the leader leaves or when a new

agent joins.

This mechanism does not rely on self reporting of destinations

and so is not prone to any manipulations from misreporting.

Theorem 4. The Repeated Game Load Balancing mechanism is
SP.

Proof. The Repeated Game Load Balancingmechanism does not

depend on any reports from the participants and thus is not prone

to manipulation by false reporting of the destination. Additionally,

disabling backward communications prevents the option to join

from the rear. �

This mechanism has no fairness guarantees for a single game,

only over an infinite time horizon where each agent can have

multiple, non-overlapping availability periods.We assume that each

agent’s different availability periods are independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d). We also assume that for each availability period,

the arrival rate of other agents is i.i.d.

Theorem 5. Given the i.i.d assumption of the availability periods
and arrival rates, and assuming that each agent participates in an
infinite number of convoys, if all agents use the Repeated Game Load
Balancingmechanism, every agentai will lead for the expected ex-post
proportional share.

Proof. If all the agents use mechanism 2 in repeated games, due

to the law of large numbers, and the assumption that availability

periods and arrival rates are i.i.d, the average of the results obtained

from a large number of convoy formations is equal to the expected

value. Each agent has the same probability for leading as all the

others, hence, in expectation they will all lead for the same amount

of time and follow for the same amount of time in any size of

convoys. �

The main advantage of this mechanism is that no switching is

performed and thus c is not incurred.

Corollary 1. Given the i.i.d assumption of the availability peri-
ods and arrival rates, the Repeated Game Load Balancing mechanism
guarantees equability, i.e. ex-post proportionality, in expectation.

Note that since this mechanism relies on the convoy being a

repeated game, it is not subject to the impossibility result discussed

in Theorem 1.

While the Repeated Game Load Balancing mechanism is fair in

expectation, any individual participant may end up with a very

unfair allocation until it has participated for many times. To study

this effect, and in particular how many convoys an agent needs to

participate in, in order for its ratio of actual to ex-post proportional

lead time to converge to 1, we created a simulation environment in

Java.
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Figure 3: Simulation results for theRepeatedGameLoadBal-
ancing mechanism.

The experimental setup has 100 vehicles randomly distributed

over 100 stations (using a uniform distribution). A single convoy

cycles through the stations, and when it reaches a station, the vehi-

cles in that station have a 0.1 probability of joining the convoy. The

distance they join for is also randomly generated from a uniform

distribution [0, 100]. If multiple vehicles join at the same station,

their order is randomized since the last one in becomes the leader.

Leaders are replaced when another vehicle joins or when they reach

their destination. For every section between consecutive stations,

every vehicle in the convoy accumulates
1

n to its proportional share,

and the leader also accumulates 1 to its actual share. Whenever

a vehicle exits, the accumulated actual and ex-post proportional

shares are recorded, and added to the list of convoys that the vehicle

has participated in. We measure how many convoys it takes for

the ratio of actual over ex-post proportional share to converge to

1. Specifically, we measure what is the percentage of vehicles that

lead for 10% or more than what they should have (i.e., unsatisfied

agents).

The results indicate that it takes at least 200 participations per

vehicle on average to get fewer than 10% unsatisfied agents. After

participating in 700 convoys on average, there are no vehicles who

lead more than 10% of their ex-post proportional share. The results

are shown in Figure 3. The dashed lines represent one standard

deviation above and below the average.

6.2.2 Single Game Load Balancing. The repeated game mecha-

nism promises fairness in expectation but, in practice, it requires

agents to be part of numerous convoys in order to attain fairness.

However, some agents may not travel on the highway often and

thus may be interested in achieving fair division of the load in each

individual game. This motivates our investigation of a mechanism

that guarantees fairness for every single game, in a distributed

setting. This is the most technically interesting and challenging

scenario to analyze.

Creating a distributed single game mechanism that guarantees

fairness, efficiency and SP is challenging and in some cases even
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impossible as we will show in this section. There are five impor-

tant considerations to take into account when designing such a

mechanism.

First, since for a distributed, single SOCD game, equitability (i.e.,

ex-post proportionality) cannot be guaranteed, as described in The-

orem 1, we aim to guarantee ex-ante proportionality, while getting

as close as possible to ex-post proportionality. The mechanism we

propose requires each agent to lead the convoy for no more than

its ex-ante proportional share.

Second, in terms of efficiency, the mechanism should not require

more than one rotation per agent, as this is the minimum number

of rotations needed to divide the chore into n parts. According to

the mechanism we propose, new agents can only join the convoy

from the front, and lead until someone else joins in, or until they

finish their assigned leading share, after which they rotate to the

back of the convoy. This guarantees that agents rotate at most once.

Third, agents can take “illegal" actions to reduce their share of

the chore such as leaving the convoy when it is their turn to lead,

or entering the convoy from the back. To solve this, we utilize the

ability to disconnect followers, and prevent joining from the back.

Consequently, leading agents have no incentive to leave before

completing their assigned share since they will only get to become

followers after they had completed leading their share. Agents who

attempt to prematurely join from the back will be disconnected.

Fourth, in terms of SP, the problem is much harder. The previous

two mechanisms did not rely on self reporting of destinations. In

this setting, however, we have to deal with untruthful reporting.

It is intuitive that agents can gain from misreporting a shorter

destination, as this will cause the mechanism to assign them a

shorter lead time. To solve this, agents who overstay as followers

will be disconnected.

Surprisingly, we show that agents can also gain from misreport-

ing a farther destination, and that this manipulation is not trivial,

and maybe impossible to prevent. One example of this form of ma-

nipulation which can be overcome, happens between the first two

agents when the one who goes second has an incentive to report a

farther destination, possibly making the first leader’s share larger

than what it would have been otherwise. This forces the decision

of who goes first to be randomized.

The fifth issue is deciding who goes first at the beginning of a

convoy. Even if the decision is randomized, the agents would only

accept the coin toss decision if the two shares that are offered are

equal in expectation, similar to classic bargaining games [20, 23].

We call this problem the “Who Goes First?" Problem. In short, the

second leader has a greater potential to lead less time due to the

possibility of new entrants. A more detailed description of this

problem in provided in Appendix 9.3.

We offer a solution that addresses this problem by offering the

first leader a smaller share to compensate it for missing out on the

potential contribution of new agents by taking the first lead. The

second agent, on the other hand, receives a larger portion, but, has

the potential of benefiting from the contribution of new agents.

Since the two shares are equal in expectation, the agents will be

indifferent and accept the decision of who takes on the role of the

first leader which is made randomly.

The expected future contribution of new entrants, over the first

two agents’ mutual availability period is denoted ec(xα ,β ). The
calculation of ec(xα ,β ) can be found in Appendix 9.4.

Formal definition of allocations- The allocations in the Single

Game Load Balancing mechanism are:

• α commits to lead first for sα =
xα ,β

2
− 1

2
· ec(xα ,β ) +

ccf (n̄r )
2·u

where n̄r is the expected number of available agents when α
rotates.

• β commits to lead sβ =
xα ,β

2
+ 1

2
· ec(xα ,β ) +

ccf (n̄r )
2·u

• Any other joining agent i will join the convoy from the front

and commit to lead for no more than its proportional share,

ex_ante_propi .

Algorithm 3 Single Game Load Balancing Mechanism

• The first two agents randomly decide who goes first.

• The first leader’s ex-ante proportional share is reduced ac-

cording to the estimate of future entrants and equals sα .
• New agents can join only from the front and lead for their

ex-ante proportional share, ex_ante_propi .
• A switch happens when the leader finishes its share or when

a new agent joins in.

• When a leader finishes its share it rotates to the back of the

convoy.

Theorem 6. Given the defined allocations, any agent will be in-
different to being either the first or the second leader.

Proof. We need to prove that in expectation α and β have equal

shares. Since α commits to be the first leader and to complete its

share before β becomes the leader, in expectation α does not benefit

from additional agents’ contributions. It does however get a smaller

share to lead, in the first place. By construction, the difference

between the allocated shares is equal to the expected contribution

of new agents that only β would benefit from. The agents share the

cost of the one rotation required to switch between them. Hence,

since the agents are risk neutral, and their shares are equal in

expectation, they are indifferent to receiving either share. �

Theorem 7. In the Single Game Load Balancing mechanism, all
the agents but β are guaranteed to lead for no more than their ex-ante
proportional share, while β leads for less than its ex-ante proportional
share in expectation.

Proof. Since according to the mechanism all agents but α and β
lead for no more than their ex-ante proportional share, all we need

to show is that α is also doing no more than its ex-ante proportional

share. Since α and β are the first two members of the convoy they

should lead for no more than the ax-ante proportional share
T
2
+ c

u .

According to the mechanism, α is committed to lead for

T

2

−
1

2

· ec(T ) +
c

2 · u
(i.e., we subtract positive value from α ’s ex-ante proportional share).
Hence, α will lead for no more than its ex-ante proportional share.

As shown in Theorem 6, β ’s share is equal in expectation to that of

α , and so β is guaranteed to lead less than its ex-ante proportionality

in expectation. �
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The Single Game Load Balancing mechanism resolves all the

issues we have described so far including the who goes first problem.

It guaranties full ex-ante proportionality for all but one agent, who

is guaranteed ex-ante proportionality in expectation.

Despite solving almost all of the issues for a single distributed

SOCD game, there is still one SP issue that cannot be resolved. In

some cases agents still have an incentive to misreport a farther

destination as explained in the proof to Theorem 8.

Theorem 8. In a single game SOCD problem, no proportional
distributed mechanism can guarantee SP.

Preliminaries:

• α and β are the first two agents to start a convoy

• γ is the third entrant

• To guarantee ex-ante proportionality, each agent must lead

for at most its ex-ante proportional share, i.e., its shared road

with the existing agents, divided by the number of agents

including itself. For example, forγ it would be

xα ,β ,γ
3

. Where

xα ,β ,γ is the shared section on the road for all three agents.

Lemma 6.1. Any distributed single game mechanism that does not
assign equal probability of being the first leader to α and β is not SP.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we assume that α has a lower probability of

leading first. Ifα falsely reports a farther destination than its truthful

one, it will increase the first leader’s proportional share and since

α ’s probability of being first is lower than β ’s, in expectation α
will benefit from β ’s increased share. Hence, if α and β do not

have an equal probability of leading first, then the one with the

lower probability of leading first, has an incentive to falsely report

a farther destination. �

Lemma 6.2. If there is a zero probability of new entrants beyond α
and β , and the mechanism assigns equal probability for α and β to
lead first, then α and β are indifferent to falsely reporting a farther
destination.

Proof. If the agent is one of the first two agents, it might report

a farther destination in order to have the other agent believe that

their mutual travel time is larger than it really is, and agree to lead

for a longer stretch. However, since the decision of who goes first

is random, there is a probability of 0.5 that the untruthful agent

would be chosen to lead first and then it would lead for longer than

its proportional share. Thus, in expectation, both agents will not

gain or lose anything from giving false information in this case. �

Lemma 6.3. If there is a positive probability of new entrants and
there is a positive probability that the new entrant, γ , will lead first
or second as it joins, then α and β have an incentive to falsely report
a farther destination than their truthful one.

Proof. If there is a positive probability of newcomers arriving,

and there is a positive probability that the newcomer would lead

first or second, then the indifference result no longer holds, and

both α and β have an incentive to lie since they can only gain from

γ ’s extended lead time. �

Lemma 6.4. If γ has a probability of more than 0.5 to be the last to
lead, it will have an incentive to lie.

Proof. γ ’s proportional share is
xα ,β ,γ

3
. If γ reports x ′γ > xγ

instead of xγ , then if γ is last to lead, the first two leaders (α and β)

will lead for

x ′
α ,β ,γ

3
≥

xα ,β ,γ
3

, thus leaving γ a smaller share to lead

than the proportional share it would have gotten had it provided

its truthful destination.

On the other hand, if γ is the first or second to lead, it will lead

for a larger share than its proportional share if it falsely reports a

farther destination than its truthful one.

Therefore, if γ ’s probability of leading last is exactly 50%, γ will

be indifferent to lying. However, if there is a probability of more

than 50% that γ leads last, then it has an incentive to lie. �

Proof. Hence, according to Lemma 1-4, in all cases at least one

agent has an incentive to lie, which leads to the conclusion that

there is no mechanism that can guarantee SP in a distributed single

SOCD game where there is a positive probability of more than two

agents. �

Thus, in order to apply the single game solution mechanism in

practical settings, we need to either assume that agents are truthful,

or assume the existence of some central system that can enforce

the rules, e.g. by penalizing agents, or keeping a reputation log.

Though ultimately a negative result, we note once again that these

sorts of assumptions are common in past fair division problems

[9, 24].

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we define the SOCD problem, a novel sequential on-

line variation of the chore division problem. We instantiate SOCD

on a real-world problem of autonomous vehicle convoy formation.

We propose three fair-division mechanisms to balance the load of

the leader and equally share the energy savings of the followers

among all the convoy’s participants. The Payment Transfer mecha-

nism assumes the existence of a central payment transfer system,

and achieves optimal efficiency and fairness. The Repeated Game

Load Balancing mechanism does not rely on a central payment

system, yet offers optimal efficiency, and fairness in expectation,

after participating in multiple repeated games. The Single Game

Load Balancing mechanism is also distributed, and is able to achieve

ex-ante proportionality for all but one agent for which it guaran-

tees ex-ante proportionality in expectation, the highest attainable

fairness criterion for a single game that solves the who goes first
problem. It does so with a minimal number of divisions.

The mechanism also handles issues that arise when dealing with

self-interested agents in a dynamic distributed environment except

for misreporting a farther destination for which we prove that there

is no possible solution.

For future work we plan to run experiments to measure how

close in practice does our proposed single game solution come

to the equitable offline solution offered by the payment transfer

mechanism. Other possible threads for future work include relaxing

the assumption that the agents’ valuation functions are homoge-

neous and designing mechanisms that can support heterogeneous

valuation functions as discussed in Appendix 9.1.
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9 APPENDIX
9.1 Appendix for section 3 - Heterogeneous

Agents
Considering heterogeneous agents is something we intend to con-

tinue investigating in future work, but presents new challenges

that would require more space than is available in this initial pa-

per that introduces this new problem. Just to give some insight,

heterogeneity can manifest in different ways:

• Each agent ai has an individual utility per unit of time ui as
a follower. However, the utility per unit of time is constant.

• Each agent ai has an individual utility per unit of time

ui (af ront ) as a follower. However, the utility per unit of

time is a function of the vehicle in front af ront .
• Each agent ai has an individual cost per unit of time for

leading, ci .
• Each agent ai has an individual valuation vi for leading
different road segments.

When considering these options, the modeling of the problem

changes and the notion of fairness becomes ill-defined. Other issues

regarding strategyproofness come up when considering whether

these individual parameters are known or self-reported.

In this paper we restrict our attention to considering homoge-

neous agents, and lay the foundations to the analysis of hetero-

geneous utility and cost functions in several possible avenues of

future work.

9.2 Appendix for section 6.1 - Optimality of
Payment Transfer Mechanism

Proof for Theorem 2:

The Payment Transfer mechanism is efficiently optimal, and

equitable.

Proof. Since no rotations are made in the Payment Transfer
mechanism, it achieves optimal efficiency. In terms of fairness, for

each segment, all the followers save the same amount of energy and

pay the same amount of money to the leader. All we need to prove

is that the sum of payments that the leader receives per segment is

equal to each of the followers’ saving for that segment, calculated

as:

|seд | · u − piseд = |seд | · u −
|seд | · u

nseд
=

(nseд − 1) · |seд | · u

nseд

The leader’s received payment for every segment is equal to:

(nseд − 1) · piseд = (nseд − 1) ·
|seд | · u

nseд
=

(nseд − 1) · |seд | · u

nseд

https://peloton-tech.com
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which is identical to the saving of each follower and thus the mech-

anism guaranties equitability, both ex-ante and ex-post, and allows

agents to be indifferent between leading and following. �

9.3 Appendix for section 6.2 - The “Who Goes
First?" Problem

In classic bargaining games, two agents have to agree on a division

of some good between them, and delays are costly [20, 23]. In

our model we face a similar problem. At the very beginning of an

SOCD game, two agents ai , and aj must negotiate who will be the

first active agent. Assuming they try to minimize the number of

switches, they will split the shared time they have together so that

each of them will lead for half of the time, i.e., their proportional

share. W.l.o.g we assume that ai is the first. Since new entrants

are dynamically introduced, there is a chance that by the time it is

aj ’s turn, aj would share its portion with other agents and would

thus be active for less time than was initially assigned to it. Note

that if new agents arrive when ai is active, then both ai and aj can
enjoy the additional savings. However, since performed chores are

irrevocable, if a new agent were to arrive after ai had done its part,

then only aj would benefit. This asymmetric advantage in favor of

aj creates an incentive for both agents to prefer to be the last to

be active. Note that this issue only arises with the first two agents

to start the convoy since they are symmetric and any delay will

be equally costly to both sides. Other joining agents have no such

bargaining power and will accept the shares offered to them.

9.4 Appendix for section 6.2 - Estimating
expected future contribution for Single
Game Mechanism

In order to estimate the potential contribution of new agents, we as-

sume that the distribution of traffic density is known to the agents,

and that they use it to estimate the portion of the road where new

agents are expected to lead. For each section, the contribution of an

agent is relative to the number of existing convoy members in that

section. In order to calculate the total contribution, agents need to

have an estimate of the length of the sections where the convoy is

likely to have three members, four members, and so on. In addition,

we make an assumption regarding the maximal number of agents

in a given convoy:

Limiting the maximal number of agents- This mechanism im-

poses a maximal number of agents allowed in a convoy whose joint

path is of length x . This maximal number is represented as nmax (x).
The limitation is introduced due to the requirement to rotate to

the back of the convoy. If the time required to rotate, is greater

than the time a prospective agent wants to join the convoy for as a

follower, it would not be beneficial for that agent to join. In such

cases we could consider allowing additional agents to join from the

back without contributing as leaders. However, if the mechanism

would allow joining for free, then current members, scheduled to

lead, would have an incentive to leave and rejoin the convoy.

We refer to the first leader as α , and the second leader as β . Their
joint road section will be denoted as xα ,β . The distribution of traffic

density for a given section of the road is modeled as the expected

length of its subsections where there will be y expected additional

convoy participants besides α and β . The length of the sections

in which there are y new agents is denoted as sec_size(y), and is

directly extracted from the traffic load distribution.

The sum of all the subsection lengths sums up to xα ,β and the

number of new participants ranges from 0 to nmax (xα ,β ) − 2. Fig-

ure 4 presents an example of a traffic density distribution from

which the agents estimate the expected section length with each

number of new agents. The expected contribution for section xα ,β ,
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termed ec(xα ,β ), is a summation of all the contributions from all

the subsections that comprise xα ,β , according to the number of

expected additional agents in each subsection from y = 1 until

y = nmax (xα ,β ) − 2. For each subsection, another summation is

performed over the agents in that subsection from z = 1 until

z = y. The contribution of each agent is calculated as the sub-

section length, divided by the number of agents that were in that

subsection when the agent arrived. The first new agent sees two

agents when it arrives so it contributes a third of the way, the sec-

ond sees three agents present, and contributes a fourth of the way

and so on. Finally, the total expected contribution is:

ec(xα ,β ) =

nmax (xα ,β )−2∑
y=1

y∑
z=1

sec_size(y)

(z + 2)
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